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Broken By Him: A Dark Sci Fi Romance
Once again King Kaevin seems to have turned on his friends. Kath and Keath still have faith in his loyalty, but their trust is put to the test, especially when their other friends don’t share their opinion. Kaevin has to do what he believes best for his Kingdom and once again the darkness overtakes his thoughts
and mind so that he can’t see what is right before his eyes. Raeshon, the prince of the Forest Grove Court is in deep trouble and finally trying to do the right thing seems to be leading him deeper. His history puts his friends against him and when he has but a breath left only they can help. Hunters are
becoming increasingly difficult to deal with and the numbers of attacks are growing. Kath battles work, college, hunting for hunters, and her complicated relationships with her friends, family, and Kaevin. Things get out of control and Kath is left broken in the dust with the hope that everything hasn’t been for
nothing.
The sister of “La Diva de la Banda”—legendary Mexican-American singer Jenni Rivera—opens up for the first time about Jenni’s untimely death and her own triumph over abuse and addiction. Growing up as the youngest Rivera, Rosie was surrounded by unconditional love, support, and affection. There was
nothing that her family wouldn’t do for her, especially her sister Jenni, who was the most important thing in the world to Rosie. With her strong will and a solid foundation, Rosie was set to conquer the world. Yet life would take a drastic turn when Rivera was scarred by sexual abuse within her family at a very
young age. Living in fear and confined by painful secrets, she was plagued with constant threats, confusion, and pain. Not only was she stripped of her childhood and innocence, but she was also robbed of her confidence and self-worth. Feeling completely shattered and lost, Rivera plunged into a world of
damaging habits and deep depression. For the first time ever, and with unflinching candor and courage, Rosie shares the traumatic details of her abuse and the daily struggle to live and how, through faith and the love of her family, she found life once more. Yet Rosie’s life would be severely impacted once
again as the worst tragedy imaginable hit and her biggest fear came to reality—the death of her beloved sister. Equally harrowing and uplifting, Rosie’s story is a true testament to beating the odds and proves that despite the worst of times and no matter how many more challenges life has in store, it is
always possible to pick up the pieces and find the strength and purpose to dream and live again. INCLUDES PHOTOGRAPHS
Darren Carpenter is running from his love of Samuel and his future as the Coimeádaí of a Sandman. Samuel Tolliver just wants what he wants and is willing to raise a little mischief to get it. Dailon knows he is more than human but has no clue what he is or what he needs. But the Fates have a plan for them,
even if family, friends, and fairy royalty must get involved. When everything goes wrong, can they make it right again?
This acclaimed fantasy classic of men, elves, and gods is at once breathtakingly exciting and heartbreakingly tragic. Published the same year as The Fellowship of the Ring, Poul Anderson’s novel The Broken Sword draws on similar Scandinavian and Anglo-Saxon sources. In his greed for land and power, Orm
the Strong slays the family of a Saxon witch—and for his sins, the Northman must pay with his newborn son. Stolen by elves and replaced by a changeling, Skafloc is raised to manhood unaware of his true heritage and treasured for his ability to handle the iron that the elven dare not touch. Meanwhile, the
being who supplanted him as Orm’s son grows up angry and embittered by the humanity he has been denied. A pawn in a witch’s vengeance, the creature Valgard will never know love, and consumed by rage, he will commit a murderous act of unspeakable vileness. It is their destiny to finally meet on the field
of battle—the man-elf and his dark twin, the monster—when the long-simmering war between elves and trolls finally erupts with a devastating fury. And only the mighty sword Tyrfing, broken by Thor and presented to Skafloc in infancy, can turn the tide in a terrible clashing of faerie folk that will ultimately
determine the fate of the old gods. Along with such notables as Isaac Asimov and Ray Bradbury, multiple Hugo and Nebula Award winner Poul Anderson is considered one of the masters of speculative fiction. This edition contains the author’s original text.
Broken Vow
A Dark Mafia Romance
The Broken Eye
A Novel About Victim Victory
A Dictionary of the English Language
Mending the Wounds From Sexual Abuse Through Faith, Family and Love
Man and beast exert themselves to survive—by fight, flight, or submission. Respecting the pecking order prevents conflict, but when leaders are challenged, lethal fights for dominance may occur. However, the survival of the fittest is sometimes thwarted by the sheer tenacity of the underdog. In first century Corinth, nine-year-old Jason is teased and bullied by his pugnacious rival, Krato, who is two
years older. Jason’s grandfather urges him to take the submissive role until he and his rival are both adults. Then the two year difference will vanish, enabling Jason to throw off Krato's reign by beating him in the discus and javelin events at the Isthmian Games. When that long anticipated day arrives, Jason is both winner and loser. His dream turns into a nightmare. He flees for his life, bringing
immense hardship on himself and his beloved Tabitha. Sexy Diana tries luring Jason in the wrong direction. The apostle Paul arrives with the holy gospel in their wicked city. The Christian message is woven into the fabric of choices and consequences. Circumstances beyond their control eventually bring the four Corinthians together in a place of horror. In the face of death, old beliefs are turned
upside down. They only have a broken spear for defense.
In this exciting new Ralph Compton western, a man without a memory meets an unforgettable ally: the one and only Bat Masterson. Riding into the town of Smoky River on a mangy mule, Dane looks as broken down as his old mount. His Stetson is ragged, his boots are tied together with leather thongs, and he wears a Colt Army revolver with exactly three bullets. He wouldn't know what to say if
you asked him where he got the gun, or how he learned to shoot it so well. He doesn't know if Dane is his first name or his last. Something happened that cost him much of his memory, and he can't remember what that something was. For three years he's been traveling the West as a cowboy, a buffalo hunter, a farmhand. Smoky River looks to be a fine place to settle down. If only his past didn't
decide to catch up to him here. . .
As Dial went through life thinking she would be alone forever, she met a guy who started off human. Not only did he come back a different person, but when he came back, he changed Dial as well. Their new vampire lives started out pretty normal—well, as normal as it could. They both went to get jobs at the neighboring farm. The farmer that owned the farm at first seemed like he was creepy and a
wifebeater. However, when Dial went back to work the next day, he was a completely different person. Dial was soon to find out why. When Dial was pregnant, the farm they worked on helped her give birth. Life was going pretty smoothly. They were able to keep their new lives and family on the down-low from everyone, until one day—the day things started going horribly wrong.
Breakout sensation Monica Murphy returns with a hot new contemporary romance—a heartfelt story of second chances, forgiveness, and redemption. Commitment. That’s what I really want from Colin. Ever since my brother, Danny, died in Iraq, Colin’s done so much to help me, including giving me a job at his popular restaurant so I can leave my crappy waitressing job at the strip joint. But lying in
bed with him every night to comfort him from his horrible nightmares isn’t enough anymore. I know he feels guilty about Danny’s death, about not going to Iraq, but I can’t keep living this double life. I love him desperately, but he’s got so many demons, and if he can’t open up to me now, then he’ll never be the real partner I need him to be. I gave him a month, and now I’m out of here. If he truly
loves me like he says, he knows where to find me. . . . Praise for Three Broken Promises “The heat between these two is explosive. . . . It is the emotion and the shared tragedy between Jen and Colin . . . that takes this book to another level.”—Heroes and Heartbreakers “Filled with emotion, drama, red-hot sex, intensity, and a love that may as well have been written in the stars, Three Broken
Promises is another must read from Monica Murphy.”—Holly’s Hot Reads “Three Broken Promises is an absolutely out-of-this-world perfect romantic story that swept me off my feet. Once again, I fell in love with [Monica] Murphy’s easy style of writing, great sense of humor and ideal characters. . . . I felt glued to the pages and there wasn’t a single thing that could make me stop reading.”—Smokin
Hot Book Blog “I fell in love with this series the moment I opened One Week Girlfriend and Three Broken Promises didn’t disappoint. . . . I can say without a doubt that I enjoyed every minute of this book.”—Book Blogger Paradise “Murphy has done it again. . . . This story will make you smile, it will warm your heart and soul, and it may even have you pulling your hair out as these two amazing people
navigate the rollercoaster that is love. I loved everything about it.”—Roxy’s Reviews “Such a delicious book . . . Monica’s writing is addictive as always, and I’m really looking forward to the next book.”—City of Books
The Broken Sword
Fury: Stallion of Broken Wheel Ranch
In which the Words are Deduced from Their Originals, and Illustrated in Their Different Significations by Examples from the Best Writers. To which are Prefixed, a History of the Language and an English Grammar
Broken Fighter
Pieces of a broken-down critic picked up by himself [C.A. Bristed. 4 vols., bound in 2].
Broken
[Siren Publishing Classic ManLove: Erotic Romance, Alternative, Paranormal, MM, HEA] Gentle giant Daniel believes the world is normal and safe, until one night driving home with his children, his world collides with the shy and beautiful Ezekiel. Who turns out to be a demon. Daniel assumes at first that Ezekiel is a homeless rent boy with a dark past. Ezekiel doesn’t know what kindness is. Or kisses or hugs. Despite only
ever knowing cruelty he is kind and sweet. Adoring and adored by the children. Daniel longs to help him, to drag him from his dark world, to his sunny one. But the journey is far harder and darker than Daniel could ever have imagined. Daniel wonders if he is strong enough, if fairy tales are true and if love does conquer all. There is real evil in Ezekiel’s life and it threatens them all, as Daniel discovers the real monster is not
the demon.
"Some things become more valuable when broken. Like hearts, relationships and the broken hearts of people in these broken relationships." Life is all about a continuous cycle of meeting people, then being connected to them, then losing them, but the ones who stay forever with us, we find our happiness in them. Similarly, this anthology presents a compilation of life experiences and feelings written down from the bottom of
the hearts of co-authors. This anthology contains poems, short stories, articles, shayaris and open letters on how life and love give us happiness but pain too, for the readers to relate, comprehend and rejuvenate their perspectives on live and learn from them as to how can they achieve happiness and pain from the same person, thing or relationship. A beautiful life begins with a beautiful mind and heart, if you are beautiful
from inside, you will reflect the same on the outside. A number of people come into your life, some will stay temporarily, while some will stay permanently. But, do not sit and wait for people to make them permanent in your life. Life will show many colors to you, it entirely depends upon how you react to everything. It is all about standing, falling, facing and fighting for your happiness. Through Broken But Beautiful, we have
given our best to collect beautiful and diverse feelings and emotions in order to inspire, relate and know how to face everything and move on.
The second book in The Stolen Series by bestselling author Marlena Frank A land has fallen. An escape was made. It's a victory, but at what price? Shaleigh has made a terrible mistake, one she may not ever be able to fix. Lost and in a strange land with anger and death all around her, she must navigate her way through treacherous lands on her quest for redemption. Along the way, she'll have to negotiate with the mercurial
Queen of the Fae, survive the dangers of the Masked King's realm, and seek out a terrifying fire dragon. With two powerful beings hot on her trail, Shaleigh has no choice but to keep moving, or else face the dangerous magic of the Madness that has already caused so much pain and heartache. With her sights on helping her friends and her heart longing for home, Shaleigh is determined, but will it be enough?
He's risking his life to save his sister while she falls in love with the dark lord who took her. Seventeen-year-old Avikar spends most of his time in the stables trying to forget his tragic past, but when his sister Jeslyn is kidnapped, he must undertake an impossible quest to save her from the dark lord of Daath, a mystical place thought only to exist in fables. Daath is very real, and its keeper has diabolical plans for Jeslyn. Lucino
is a shifter who feeds off the auras of humans, and Jesyln's is the most powerful shade he's ever encountered. She should hate him. Only, the longer she's in his clutches, the more entranced she becomes with his domain-- and with the monstrous lord himself. Avikar will give everything to find his sister, but the longer he takes, the harder she falls, and it won't just be her life in danger. Fans of A Court of Thorn & Roses will
fall in love with this YA Epic Fantasy series reminiscent of Beauty and the Beast. Start binge reading this completed series today!
Ivanov Family
This Book is Broken
The London Journal
Bruised but Not Broken
Broken Destiny Complete Collection
Beautifully Broken from Darkness to Light
Autumn winds and rain have returned to Crimson Point. It’s November in the Pacific Northwest and Thanksgiving is just around the corner. Beckett and the Crimson Point gang are looking forward to celebrating the holiday together. This year they all have more to be thankful for than ever…but that also means they have even more to lose. But this year a different kind of storm is looming. Recent
problems at work have left Beckett and crew scrambling to get projects completed. It’s all hands on deck, and just as the end is finally within sight, a deadly threat emerges from the shadows. When things take a lethal turn, the Crimson Point team must once again come together to save one of its own, and hunt down the vengeful killer before he can strike again. *Note: This novella is a final wrap-up
of the Crimson Point Series and is not intended to be read as a stand-alone.
I’ll Protect Her... Whether She Likes It Or Not. Riona Griffin is gorgeous, intelligent, and iron-willed. My perfect woman, except she hates my guts. She thinks she doesn’t need anybody. But she needs me. She’s being hunted by an assassin who never misses his mark. I’m going to stay by her side, day and night, keeping her safe. Riona thinks that’s a fate worse than death but I know she’ll learn to
love me. If this hitman wants to kill her, he’ll have to go through me first.
Some lives are bigger than one reality. Because they have to be. The day Mara Lantern meets herself, her life gets bigger. When she meets her brother from an alternate universe, it becomes more complicated. And when her new mentor says creatures from other realms are invading this world, she thinks it’s absurd. Until he explodes into a cloud of dust and reassembles himself. That makes her
doubt. Then he says only she can stop the invaders. That makes her afraid. -------- Join Mara Lantern and her companions in a seven-volume science fiction adventure through reality, time and space, where they encounter everything from steampunk dream worlds to artificial humans, from dragons to disembodied spirits, where metaphysics is science and magic is just one belief from coming true.
Author’s note: To enjoy the story, you should read this series in order. Book 1: Broken Realms Book 2: Broken Souls Book 3: Broken Dragon Book 4: Broken Pixels Book 5: Broken Dreams Book 6: Broken Spells Book 7: Broken Talisman This series was previously titled The Chronicles of Mara Lantern. Individual book titles and contents have not changed.
Broken Choices, the second installment of The Beadle Files, begins in the midst of bad omens on the high desert of New Mexico, then weaves its hard-edged suspense to the final page. For several members of the ensemble cast, both physical and supernatural threats lurk in the shadows as a dark man masquerading as a crazy-eyed scarecrow invades their consciousness. Storylines take the reader
to Rooster's Barnyard on the southern outskirts of Denver, where murder precipitates a change in management; to the musty basement of a building where cans of gasoline and peculiar bundles are strategically placed by a man in black; to an unemployed nurse who is guilt-ridden and tormented by menacing nightmares; and to a seasoned policeman upchucking the contents of his stomach at a
crime scene. Boss Hawkins, who has thoroughly exasperated Mandy Kilmer, is the catalyst for trauma that strikes close to home. Criminal powerbrokers initiate a scheme to neutralize, or quite possibly terminate, the Pinkerton man's crusade against them. Lifelong allies come alongside Hawkins, which puts into motion preparations that culminate in dramatic violence. In the aftermath, LC Beadle
utters thoughts that tie the soul-testing adversity into a thorny Gordian knot: "Killing someone is a broken choice, but these circumstances were precarious at best. There was no other way for the quandary to be resolved."
Love in a Broken Vessel ( Book #3)
Broken Angel
Broken Bonds
A Novel
Broken Realms (Broken Realms, Book 1)
Ralph Compton Broken Rider

Drake Pearson, a narrow-minded 18-year-old barely enduring Missouri’s heat, is tired of feeling empty. Living conditions are about as cozy as a cardboard box, on account of his alcoholic father who can find nothing better to do than argue relentlessly with him. When Drake thinks he can’t take another blow, he is reminded daily of his mom who vanished twelve years ago. And now there’s a dead body. After a terrible accident turns
into a protected secret, a twisted string of events brings Drake miles away from home to an elderly man’s front door. Every promising opportunity also brings new doubts and temptations to run away—this time for good. When the secret he has kept locked away threatens to reveal itself, Drake knows he must shield it with his very life, even if the love he has been shown undeservingly is about to be destroyed.
"Soft as water." Han Yu, who was carrying the delicate woman in his arms, instantly opened his eyes with his mouth wide open. He was so shocked that he could swallow a goose egg. "Eh? Didn't I get slapped to death by the Sect Master? "
This box set contains Books 1 and 2 in the Broken Realms series. Some lives are bigger than one reality. Because they have to be. The day Mara Lantern meets herself, her life gets bigger. When she meets her brother from an alternate universe, it becomes more complicated. And when her new mentor says creatures from other realms are invading this world, she thinks it’s absurd. Until he explodes into a cloud of dust and reassembles
himself. That makes her doubt. And then he says only she can stop the invaders. That makes her afraid. -------- Join Mara Lantern and her companions in a seven-volume science fiction adventure through reality, time and space, where they encounter everything from steampunk dream worlds to artificial humans, from dragons to disembodied spirits, where metaphysics is science and magic is just one belief from coming true. Author’s
note: To fully enjoy the story, you should read this series in order. Book 1: Broken Realms Book 2: Broken Souls Book 3: Broken Dragon Book 4: Broken Pixels Book 5: Broken Dreams Book 6: Broken Spells Book 7: Broken Talisman This series was previously titled The Chronicles of Mara Lantern. Individual book titles and contents have not changed.
The complete Bound and Broken series including Broken by Lies, Bound by Lies, and Betrayed by Lies by USA Today bestselling author Rebecca Shea Broken by Lies I had no idea how much I would love Alex the day he walked into my life. He changed everything. The way I breathed. The way I thought. The way I loved. He brought me back to life. He gave me strength and a safe place to land. And then he broke me. Finding Emilia was
a chance to do something good for once in my life. I wanted to change. She believed I was her savior. I ached to be. She found her way into my heart and claimed it as her safe place. I should be telling her the truth about me...instead I break her with lies. Bound by Lies Torn between two men; one was what I needed, the other was what I wanted. One man was safe and the other was dangerous. But both men would lay down their lives to
save me. ATF agent Sam Cortez is fighting to bring down the Estrada family empire, which was built on murder and corruption. Alex Estrada did what was needed to keep me safe...and paid with his life. Starting over as I try to rebuild my life, it's clear that the past is never what it seems. What no one knew was that we were all bound by lies. Betrayed by Lies As an ATF agent, bringing down the Estrada cartel has been my sole mission.
I'm a skilled agent, determined and fearless, but a relentless pursuit and a willingness to risk everything almost killed me. A year later, when an opportunity in Los Angeles presents itself, I jump at the chance to start over and rebuild the career and life I almost lost. Kate Stevens was not part of my new plan. I never expected she would be the one to save me from my past. She was exactly what I needed--smart, beautiful and independent. I
finally have a future I look forward to. Only nothing in my life ever goes according to plan. Losing Kate is not an option, but fate seems poised to ruin me, and there isn't a damn thing I can do about it.
Broken Forest
The Life of Henrietta Szold, Founder of Hadassah
Three Broken Promises
Rebirth: Broken Lord
Broken Beauty
Volume 3
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The authoritative biography of Henrietta Szold, founder of Hadassah, introduces a new generation to a remarkable leader who fought for women’s rights and the poor. Born in Baltimore in 1860, Henrietta Szold was driven from a young age by the mission captured in the concept
of tikkun olam, “repair of the world.” Herself the child of immigrants, she established a night school, open to all faiths, to teach English to Russian Jews in her hometown. She became the first woman to study at the Jewish Theological Seminary, and was the first editor
for the Jewish Publication Society. In 1912 she founded Hadassah, the international women’s organization dedicated to humanitarian work and community building. A passionate Zionist, Szold was troubled by the Jewish–Arab conflict in Palestine, to which she sought a peaceful
and equitable solution for all. Noted Israeli historian Dvora Hacohen captures the dramatic life of this remarkable woman. Long before anyone had heard of intersectionality, Szold maintained that her many political commitments were inseparable. She fought relentlessly for
women’s place in Judaism and for health and educational networks in Mandate Palestine. As a global citizen, she championed American pacifism. Hacohen also offers a penetrating look into Szold’s personal world, revealing for the first time the psychogenic blindness that
afflicted her as the result of a harrowing breakup with a famous Talmudic scholar. Based on letters and personal diaries, many previously unpublished, as well as thousands of archival documents scattered across three continents, To Repair a Broken World provides a wideranging portrait of a woman who devoted herself to helping the disadvantaged and building a future free of need.
A lively oral history of the Toronto cult indie-rock band draws on interviews with such past and present members as Hayden, Bloc Party, and Leslie Feist as well as a number of their fellow performers, in an illustrated tribute that is complemented by reproductions of gig
posters and album artwork. Original.
Hosea has been charged by God with a difficult task--marry a prostitute in order to show God's people the nature and depth of his love for Israel. When Hosea goes to Israel to proclaim God's message, the prostitute God tells him to marry turns out to be his childhood
friend Gomer. He finds her broken and abused, unwilling to trust Hosea or his God. But when marrying Hosea becomes her only choice, Gomer does what she's good at--she survives. Can Hosea's love for God and God's love for Israel heal Gomer's broken spirit? With her potent
combination of in-depth research and masterful storytelling, Mesu Andrews brings to life a complex and fascinating biblical story of the power of love and forgiveness in the face of utter betrayal.
She's my fake wife, my property... and my last chance at redemption.She's beautiful. An angel. I'm dangerous. A killer.She's my fake bride for a single reason - so I can crush her father's resistance.But marrying Eve brings me far more than I bargained for.She's fiery.
Feisty. Won't take no for an answer.She makes me believe that I might be worth redemption.Until I discover a past she's been hiding from me.One that threatens everything.Now, I know that our wedding vows are not enough.I need to make sure she's mine for good.A baby in her
belly is the only way to seal the deal.And in the end, the Bratva always gets what it wants.A don's daughter is sold to a ruthless Bratva kingpin in this full-length mafia romance from author Nicole Fox. Eve wants desperately to escape a marriage she never asked for... but
Luka isn't about to let his newest prize go free. Taming the girl might cost him everything. The question is: Is she worth it?Find out in BROKEN VOWS, Book One of the Volkov Bratva duet.
A Broken Social Scene Story
Dark Angel: Broken Dream
Incubus Broken
To Repair a Broken World
The Beautiful Ashes\The Sweetest Burn\The Brightest Embers
Broken Dreams
The True Story of a Girl Who Overcame Abandoned by both parents and abused by a stranger, Maria was eventually adopted and brought from the remote jungles of Colombia to start a new life in America. But her troubles didn’t end there. She found herself in a strange new country, in the middle of a legal battle between
her adopted father and mother, kidnapped, and abused again. How does one break such a crazy cycle? There is only one way, and that is through the life-changing grace offered by Jesus Christ. Maria’s story is a testimony of God’s redemptive Grace.
The year was 1939 when a small community near Augusta, Georgia first heard TC utter the riveting phrase, Keep your elbows resting on the needle. TC, a lumberjack and a rich timber baron made a pack. They had stepped across each others shadows since young boys one being of enormous wealth the other having a perfect
aim and strength for felling 60 pines and cypress trees. Amidst civil strife, TC convinced a small contingency of friends to follow him deep into the forest across the rugged Acorn Trail to grow their own dreams. On an early morning in May 1945 ten covered wagons had reached the Acorn trail. Having been separated by
politics, religion, race and the volatile mixture of love and revenge, few could ever return as the road home was splattered with the blood and ill deeds many had left behind. Forty-five years later, they would take an accounting. Some would call them cowards who high-tailed it. They would offer to drain two manmade
lakes slowly. There was Meeliah, an island girl left along while Clay Albert tended to the lives of a rich Philadelphia family and she knew how to bake a pineapple sweet potato pie that could arouse and her jungle sting was severe. Her punishment would be unending; Clay Albert was determined to break her. One day
they could not coax her out of the lake. One Sunday three brides-to-be would go off in a huff looking for adventure, a thing called hatching. They came upon a black family. Their intent was to enjoy some freshly churned ice cream and place ribbons in the pretty little girls hair. But three days later, one of the
teenage boys would be bludgeoned to death. Was it something they did, said, or wrote? Would Barbara Lynn, a bride-to-be, get to live in the cottage behind the plantation house where slave graves were recently discovered? Did Tim really love her or was he after her blood line. Hed proclaimed, There are no brown spots
about me; I am White from tick to tock and my eyes Really? While one community dismantled and escaped into the forest, another one a state away vowed to leave a forest in Dorchester County, South Carolina, beat their tools into cleats and create the greatest civilization of modern times one that would one day leave
the gravity of the earth and float among the stars. They had promised their mother a homeland. But first they would tenderly assault unjust social and political structures. Some pressed into their minds that it would take 100 years, but more than one retorted, Were going to do it in one generation. The year is 2012
and counting to 2033 from 1933; a 100 years. Although Thelma claimed to be the mother of more children than any woman known hardly six could be counted at any one time; they having gone on to the other side she said. Shed referred to them as her glories, her carrots. Were they fathom? With little to go on but the
suspicious tone of a business attorney and some missing birth certificates, the author recreates this lost civilization in, The Dark Circle The Search for the lost children of the Mud. The tenderness and love between Miles and Thelma Dunston are captured as the, The Slave Girl and the Jew. Five overlapping stories
tell of their courage and toils of rebirth of these families and the triumph of the human spirit.
The complete Broken series. Follow Josh and Mimi on their saga in this four-episode box set. Special Commander Joshua Cook has a secret – she’s sure of it. He’s the Coalition’s latest golden boy, but his past is far from sparkling. Ready to find out the truth, she isn’t ready for the man himself. Josh is the rudest,
meanest, crudest officer she’s met. She’s ready to give up when the unthinkable occurs – they’re stranded on a desert planet, far from help. When an ancient alien ship beckons, they must rely on each other to survive. Which is harder – much harder – than it sounds. …. Broken follows a tycoon’s daughter and a pirateturned-hero fighting mysterious alien tech. If you crave your space opera with action, heart, and a splash of romance, grab Broken: The Complete Series today and soar free with an Odette c. Bell series. Broken is the 2nd Galactic Coalition Academy series. A sprawling, epic, and exciting sci-fi world where cadets
become heroes and hearts are always won, each installment can be read separately, so plunge in today.
Take a look around. People are suffering everywhere; the effects of sin is undeniable. Women and men alike are hurting, lost, broken, and desperate for a solution to what seems to be a hopeless situation in their lives. Life will knock you down and keep on beating you until you have nothing left but perhaps a tiny
fragment of hope. You may feel like you have been defeated, deeply wounded, and scarred by those closest to you. Maybe you even feel that there is no reason to go on living. Do any of these sound like you? You may feel as if you are all alone, stuck in an endless cycle, with no way to escape the chaos and darkness of
this corrupt and fallen world. What if there was a way, would you want to know?Take a look into this woman's testimony to see how she was saved from rejection, depression, worthlessness, addiction, betrayal, physical and sexual abuse, and even suicide. Witness the courage and strength God gave her to not only get
through the most painful and agonizing time of her life, but to come out victorious on the other side, as she surrendered her life wholeheartedly to Him. Through her story, experience the goodness of our God as He transformed this shattered woman and gave her peace, a renewed passion for life, healed her heart, and
made her whole through Jesus Christ. Learn that our God is good, faithful, and full of grace, mercy, and compassion. Know that God will do the same for you if you will just accept Him and let Him into your heart. There is only one question to ask yourself: Are you ready to make the choice, to step out of the darkness
and into His magnificent light?
My Broken Pieces
The Patchie Creek Story
A dark and dangerous serial killer thriller
Broken but Beautiful
The Broken Realms Series: Books 1 & 2
Broken Vows
Forensic psychologist Jill Kennedy and DCI Max Trentham investigate a crime in the quiet Lancashire village where Kennedy has made her home. A man with a dark past has been murdered after moving there from London. While local residents are always wary of newcomers, one in particular seems especially determined to hinder the investigation. From the Hardcover edition.
Tania's film studies take her to New York City where she looks forward to getting lost in the anonymity of the big crowded bustling city. But Hell is all around and no place is safe as the Dark Angel's relentless pursuit of dark souls continues. But this time it's more personal than it's ever been before. When the Dark Angel sets its sights on Tania's beloved Orlando it's the final
straw. Can Tania save his soul and her love? The third and final book in the thrilling Dark Angel sequence. Previous titles in the series: Dark Angel, Twisted Heart
As the old gods awaken and satrapies splinter, the Chromeria races to find the only man who can still end a civil war before it engulfs the known world in the third novel of the NYT bestselling Lightbringer series by Brent Week. As the old gods awaken and satrapies splinter, the Chromeria races to find the only man who can still end a civil war before it engulfs the known world.
But Gavin Guile has been captured by an old enemy and enslaved on a pirate galley. Worse still, Gavin has lost more than his powers as Prism -- he can't use magic at all. Without the protection of his father, Kip Guile will face a master of shadows as his grandfather moves to choose a new Prism and put himself in power. With Teia and Karris, Kip will have to use all his wits to
survive a secret war between noble houses, religious factions, rebels, and an ascendant order of hidden assassins called The Broken Eye. Read the third book in Brent Weeks's blockbuster epic fantasy series that had Peter V. Brett saying, "Brent Weeks is so good, it's starting to tick me off!".
She was a mystery from the start. They found her at a roadside diner outside the small Idaho town of Clearwater, drugged and abandoned, with no memory of who she is or where she came from. But was she a miracle? She inspires violence with her presence, madness with a touch. As her health improves and her memories return, the hot Clearwater summer becomes
increasingly strange and violent. Insanity infects the small town, a shadowy figure lurking in the woods deals death, and no one is safe. “The author of Dragonfly and Feral shows his skill at small-town horror." Library Journal.
Broken Branch
The Story of a Rejected Girl and God’s Incredible Grace
Broken Circle
My Testimony
Broken Pixels (Broken Realms, Book 4)
And Weekly Record of Literature, Science, and Art
Experience the fan-favorite Broken Destiny series for the first time in one convenient collection. New York Times bestselling author Jeaniene Frost takes on you a journey where mythical secrets, otherworldly danger, and undeniable passion is just the beginning… The Beautiful Ashes Ivy has always seen things that she cannot explain. Strange things. Otherworldly things. But when her sister goes missing, Ivy discovers the
truth is far worse̶her hallucinations are real, and her sister is imprisoned in a realm beyond Ivy s reach. The one person who can help her is the dangerously attractive rebel who s bound by an ancient legacy to betray her. The Sweetest Burn Conquering a supernatural realm turned out to be easier than getting over a broken heart. But her initial victory has made Ivy a target for revenge, forcing her to reunite with the
dangerous ̶ and dangerously sexy ̶ Adrian. Ivy isn t sure which will be harder: finding the hallowed weapon that will repair the crumbling walls between demon and human realms, or resisting Adrian, who s decided that come hell or high water, he will make Ivy his… The Brightest Embers Adrian s dark lineage has made him the most powerful of his kind, yet even his incredible abilities might not be enough now.
Ivy and Adrian s scintillating bond has been tested before, but never with so much on the line. Now fate will come head-to-head against true love, and nothing they ve endured can prepare Ivy and Adrian for the choices they ll face… Originally published in 2014, 2017, and 2017
In a realm where people abandon their flesh for synthetic bodies, Mara Lantern must stop her arch enemy̶and former best friend̶from redesigning mankind. To succeed she must expose the people she loves most to a deadly virus. And be willing to give up her own humanity. -------- Join Mara Lantern and her companions in a seven-volume science fiction adventure through reality, time and space, where they
encounter everything from steampunk dream worlds to artificial humans, from dragons to disembodied spirits, where metaphysics is science and magic is just one belief from coming true. Author s note: To fully enjoy the story, you should read this series in order. Book 1: Broken Realms Book 2: Broken Souls Book 3: Broken Dragon Book 4: Broken Pixels Book 5: Broken Dreams Book 6: Broken Spells Book 7: Broken
Talisman This series was previously titled The Chronicles of Mara Lantern. Individual book titles and contents have not changed.
He's my brother's best friend, a Russian killer, and boxer with no ties to the O'Malley crime family-my family. I've loved and studied him forever. I witnessed him change when I was only thirteen. He doesn't know I'm aware he kills, or how I notice once a year he gets a call and disappears. For years we fight our attraction. One night, we succumb to our desire. Every touch he gives me is electric. Each moment deepens our
addiction. If it were only us, life would be perfect. Unfortunately, our union creates targets on our backs from multiple crime families. It puts our loved ones at greater risk. Wars from each of our enemies now plague the O'Malleys and Ivanovs. Every time the annual call comes to pay off his debt, he crumbles further. I'm not sure how much more either of us can take. He's my broken fighter... "Broken Fighter" is the jawdropping second installment of the "Mafia Wars" series. It's an interconnecting, brother's best friend, stand-alone Dark Mafia Romance, guaranteed to have an HEA.
First in the series of books about FURY, the magnificent black stallion and his young master, Joey.
A Forensic Psychologist Jill Kennedy and DCI Max Trentham Mystery
Broken Identity
Bound & Broken Series: The Complete Collection
The Beadle Files: Broken Choices
The Broken Spear
Broken: The Complete Series

Has DI Kate Burrows met her match? Sequel to THE LADYKILLER, BROKEN is the second book in the DI Kate Burrows series: the only time the 'undisputed queen of crime writing' (Guardian) and Sunday Times bestseller Martina Cole has written from the perspective of the Old Bill. Children in Grantley are disappearing. At first they are found unscathed,
but when one meets a dark end DI Kate Burrows knows the clock is ticking. Pushed to her limits, Kate needs the support of her lover now more than ever. But ex-gangster Patrick Kelly has troubles of his own. It's her toughest case yet, but Kate will stop at nothing to solve it. Even if it breaks her. If you love the dark and dangerous world of DI Kate
Burrows, be sure to catch the rest of the series, HARDGIRLS and DAMAGED
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